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President Beck announces retirement in June 2013
Bridget Donnelly

News Editor
____________________________________

President Jill Beck announced
to the Lawrence community her
decision to retire in June of 2013
on Thursday, Feb. 2. In her e-mail
announcement, Beck noted her
intention to “give the trustees this
advance notice so they might have
ample time to recruit Lawrence’s
16th president.”
Beck’s appointment in 2004
followed Richard Warch’s 25-year
tenure as the 14th president. Beck
is Lawrence’s first female president, and in 2009 was named a
“barrier breaker” female university
president by Forbes.
Beck, who has served as the
university’s president since 2004,
noted in a press interview Monday,
Feb. 13, “I have a theory that eight
to ten years is the ideal period for
leadership. You get the most done,
you’re able to move quickly and
accomplish a great deal. After that
length of time, things can tend to
slow down.”
Previously, Beck served in
various administrative capacities
at the University of California at
Irvine and The Juilliard School.
“Lawrence is the culmination of
that,” she commented. “Lawrence
is a powerful blend of the arts and
the sciences, so for me, it’s enabled
me to merge many of my interests.
It’s a great institution.”
Beck’s dedication to liberal arts
education has been the driving factor behind the various initiatives
she planned to achieve during her
time at Lawrence. In her introductory remarks to the Lawrence community, delivered Jan 23, 2004, she

noted, “The philosophy of the liberal arts education, in which connections are sought among diverse
subjects of study, is in fact synchronous with an emerging focus
of research and creative activity:
intersections between the sciences and the arts. A variety of relationships are re-emerging between
these seemingly disparate fields.”
During her time at Lawrence,
Beck’s accomplishments have
exhibited this same sustained dedication to the fundamental tenets of
a liberal arts education. Initiatives
such as the LU-R1 research program, the Lawrence Fellows program, the Class of 2012’s senior
experience requirement and the
recently-developed Conservatory2
program all have developed further arenas within which both students and faculty can hone skills
they have cultivated at Lawrence
and apply them elsewhere.
One of the most significant
accomplishments of Beck’s tenure
as president was the conclusion of
the More Light! capital campaign,
which raised over $150 million for
the university, and the subsequent
building of the Warch Campus
Center, which Beck isolated as one
of the highlights of her career at
Lawrence.
The Warch Center, Beck noted,
is not only a valuable campus
resource but also, “in terms of
town and gown relationships, it’s a
tie that binds.”
She continued, “I’d like to say
how proud the Fox Cities, how
proud Wisconsin should be of
Lawrence University. It’s a very
21st century college. It not only is
a center for the intellectual growth

of its students, it’s conscious of
the importance of relating effectively to its community, and… it’s
looking very much toward moving its students out into graduate
school and the workforce in productive ways.”
Beck commented additionally
on challenges she faced as president, specifically those posed by
the recent economic recession.
“The recession has been very difficult to manage,” she said. “It’s
a challenge for all of us, as you
might imagine. […] So the challenge is how to manage producing
the highest quality possible educational environment within so many
financial constraints.”
Professor of French and
Milwaukee-Downer College and
College Endowment Association
Professor of Liberal Studies Eilene
Hoft-March, who served on the
Presidential Search Committee in
2003-04, noted, “Given the economic recession that has blighted many ambitions, personal and
institutional, I think it remarkable that President Beck helped
Lawrence to exceed some of these
original goals. The figure for the
capital campaign was raised from
what the committee originally targeted — and Lawrence achieved
that goal. When other institutions
made sacrifices to academic programs in the name of financial
exigency, President Beck, with the
help of Provost Burrows and other
administrators, kept academic programs and staffing intact.”
Further initiatives Beck plans
to complete before she leaves in
2013 include renovating the former Jason Downer Commons,

President Beck will retire after nine years leading Lawrence University
Photo by Emma Moss

creating a center for innovation
and entrepreneurship building off
recent projects in those areas and
sustaining a continued commitment to relationships between the
town and the university.
In 2003-04 the Presidential
Search Committee consisted of 15
members, including representatives from the Board of Trustees,
alumni, faculty, staff and the student body. Beck noted that she will
not be partaking in the search for
her replacement but emphasized,
“The college needs to think what
are the tasks and goals that we
want to set for the next 10 years
potentially and then find the right
person.”
While Beck’s appointment
came about largely because of her
commitment to the university’s
mission at large, certain goals were
targeted which she was pinpointed as the most likely candidate
to achieve, most significantly the
recently concluded More Light!

capital campaign. It is likely that
the search committee for the next
president will similarly outline
goals they expect the next president to strive to attain.
While
fundraising
and
increased visibility for the university are primary and consistent
goals for a university president,
Beck also stressed, “I think that
the president needs to always have
the students at the forefront of her
thoughts.”
From everyday concerns such
as the quality of food and dormitory life to larger matters such
as internship opportunities and
course offerings, Beck highlighted
the significance of students as the
heart of a university.
“The president,” Beck said,
“needs to create an environment
within which students flourish.
That is my role, and I hope I have
served the students well in doing
that.”

Primatologist Frans de Waal discusses morality at convocation
Jamie Cartwright

Layout Editor
____________________________________
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Acclaimed primatologist and
Charles Howard Candler Professor
of Primate Behavior at Emory
University Frans de Waal spoke to
a well-attended convocation audience last Thursday about the relationship between human morality
and behavior in social primates.
After being introduced by
senior anthropology and psychology major Sam McGraw-Schuchman,
de Waal presented various visual
examples from his observations
with primates, depicting how many
other species besides humans perceive moral concepts like fairness,
altruism, empathy and compas-

sion. Through visual effects and
elevated discussion, de Waal made
an obvious impression, receiving a
standing ovation at the end of his
address.
The title of the talk, “Morality
Before Religion: Empathy, Fairness
and Prosocial Primates,” reflects
the cross-disciplinary approach de
Waal uses in his science of behavior. According to de Waal, many
fields study behavior—psychology,
anthropology, neuroscience, biology—but it is through the study of
animals themselves that we learn
about the true origins of human
demeanor.
“We must not forget that we
too are animals,” he said.
When sharing his experiences of chimpanzees’ capacity for

reconciliation, de Waal reflected
on how much the field of primate research has changed over
his career. “Everything back then
was about competition — competition between chimpanzees,” he
said. But since the 1980s, de Waal
has had an impact on the field of
primate research, proving in multiple instances that primate species
retain a capacity for cooperation,
compassion and even altruism.
“While chimpanzees do compete, they are much more like political strategists than gang fighters,”
de Waal explained. Chimpanzees,
bonobos — a matriarchal species
closely related to chimpanzees
— and many monkeys have highly complex social structures that
require an individual ape to navi-
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gate dynamic hierarchies. De Waal
said that it is within these hierarchies that glimpses of our ancestral morality may be studied.
He shared one such glimpse
with the audience. Explaining how
capuchin monkeys understand
fairness, he shared a film clip of
two monkeys in adjacent cages
receiving unequal rewards for similar tasks. Subsequent frustration
ensued, demonstrating the presence of morality in monkeys.
De Waal claimed that there
have been instances in which such
monkeys or apes in similar experiments have refused a “sweeter”
payment until their fellow monkey also receives equal pay. For
researchers, this refusal to accept
the treat is a sign that their cogni-

tive understanding of what is fair
extends far beyond the anger associated with discrimination.
De Waal explained that in
recent years, his focus on behavior
has turned away from just social
primates to other highly intelligent
animals. “Elephants may be the
smartest animals we know of. We
just don't know it yet. They have
no hands or thumbs, but they have
an awareness of who they are,”
de Waal commented. He explained
that elephants have long been misunderstood because of their size,
but his research in Thailand aims
to explore their full intellectual
capacity.

See de Waal on page 3
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New lecture series spotlights faculty research
Molly-Judith Wilson

Staff Writer
____________________________________

Monday, Feb. 6, Lawrence
University's senior honor council, Mortar Board, launched a new
lecture series titled “Professor
Soapbox.” Mortar Board's usual
activities range from volunteer
projects to fundraising to promote
literacy. The organization hopes
that Soapbox will benefit Lawrence
in a positive way.
Assistant
Professor
of
Government and Stephen Edward
Scarff Professor of International
Affairs Jason Brozek started the
series off with a lecture on war
and comic books which, as the
topic implies, was not drawn from
his class lecture notes. In fact, a

main goal of the series is giving a
voice to the research and writings
of professors that might otherwise
go unnoticed by students.
Senior Katie Van MarterSanders, Mortar Board Chair of
Faculty Outreach and head of
Professor Soapbox, explained, “We
want to open up those little projects that professors do and let the
entire campus see them.” She continued, “Our goal is to have professors talk about things that they’re
passionate about, without taking
away from class time.”
Senior Jenna Budde, a current
member of Mortar Board, agreed.
“All of our professors are talented
in their fields, and Soapbox will
give them a chance to speak about
something that they’re passionate
about outside of the classroom.”

Because the topics of the lectures will be unrestricted, interdisciplinary mingling is both expected
and welcomed. Said Van MarterSanders, “Last night [the lecture]
was on comic books, yet afterwards students from the anthropology department were talking
to [Brozek] about how it related to
their interests as well. [This series]
is an opportunity to have students look at their professors in a
new way, and to see what sort of
resources they have on campus.”
Budde stressed that the lectures are not only intended to give
professors the time to talk about
their projects but also to help students better understand their professors' interests. “It's really an
opportunity for you as a student to
learn more about your professors

and what they’re interested in, and
maybe it’ll be something you’re
interested in too,” said Budde.
The Soapbox series does not
intend to add stress to the lives
of Lawrence's already busy professors. This is why professors are
encouraged to simply gather notes
from their latest conference, paper
or book and present them informally in a half hour session.
“It’s supposed to be relaxed
and non-stressful, and though
there are benefits [to doing the
lectures], they're not meant to
stress anyone out,” Van MarterSanders insisted. “The lectures will
be informal, with powerpoints if
[the professors] want, but really
it’s just an informal talk geared
towards a broad audience.”
Both Van Marter-Sanders and

Budde are hopeful for the success
of the Soapbox series. Having the
lectures once a week “would be
great,” according to Van MarterSanders, but she understands the
busy schedules of Lawrence's professors. She stressed the “relaxed”
tone of the series, and noted her
hope that professors take their
chance to stand up on a soapbox
for half an hour to discuss their
projects outside the classroom.
Professors are encouraged
to contact Van Marter-Sanders at
vanmartk@lawrence.edu if they are
interested in giving a lecture, and
students also are encouraged to
nominate professors if they know
of interesting research being conducted.

LUMOS Yule Ball enchants campus, sells out in minutes
Abby Schubach

Staff Writer
____________________________________

The first annual Yule Ball,
hosted by the Lawrence University
Magical Organization of Students,
is set to take place Feb. 17, with
dinner starting at 5:30 p.m. and
the concert starting at 8:00 p.m.
The Yule Ball, based off of
the major wizarding event in J.K.
Rowling’s “Harry Potter and the
Goblet of Fire,” will incorporate a
holiday and winter theme while
adding Harry Potter elements such
as a short lecture on the series
by Associate Professor of History
Edmund Kern, butterbeer and a
traditional waltz.
Founder of LUMOS junior Will
Doreza emphasized that the ball
has two purposes, “first to provide a themed formal event for
everyone on campus. Second,
to make a philanthropic contri-

bution with the proceeds.” The
organization’s designated charity,
named KidsGive, will be benefitted
through the Students’ War Against
Hunger and Poverty.
LUMOS is a recognized chapter
of the Harry Potter Alliance, which
seeks to align its philanthropic
mission with themes in the Harry
Potter series in order to benefit
such charities as KidsGive.
The first round of tickets went
on sale online at 12:00 a.m. on the
morning of Jan. 30, and proceeded
to sell out in three minutes and 41
seconds. This came as a shock to
many, including Doreza, but was
not completely unexpected: “I had
guessed that we would sell out in a
few hours,” admitted Doreza. “And
I’m pretty optimistic.”
Doreza contributes this success to effective advertising, which
consisted of posters, including a
large poster at the entrance of the
Warch Campus Center, an e-mail to

LUMOS members and a Facebook
event.
At first, LUMOS arranged for
only 100 tickets to be sold for a
number of reasons: according to
Doreza, the club felt this proposal
was realistic, based on the amount
of funding they had already
received. They underestimated the
number of students who would
relinquish a meal swipe or culinary
cash for such an event.
After receiving additional funds from the Lawrence
University Community Council,
LUMOS began the second round of
ticket sales last Monday at 12:00
a.m. The extra forty-one tickets
sold out in only seven minutes and
10 seconds.
The ball is open to any nonticket holder of the Lawrence community after 8:00 p.m. for dancing and live music, as long as they
adhere to the suggested black tie
attire guideline. Doreza explained

that the hosts will “not permit
people wearing jeans, street shoes
or t-shirts.”
From hors d’oeuvres such as
stuffed mushrooms and vol-auvent, to a three-course meal —
including a salad, entrée and dessert — the dinner will be catered
by Bon Appétit.
A selection of student bands
playing will include Spaceship
Pizza, Porky’s Groove Machine,
Dome, Mike Pope and the Papal
Schism, and Shoulders.
The members of SWAHP, a
Lawrence University student-led
group, will give a presentation at
the ball, as will Kern, who has published multiple books and given
talks all over the country examining Rowling’s seven best-selling
novels. Since joining the history department in 1992, Kern has
been teaching the popular course
Religion, Magic and Witchcraft in
Early Modern Europe.

According to Doreza, “Part
of the planning process has been
watching the Yule Ball scene in
‘Harry Potter and the Goblet of
Fire,’ and basing the decoration
scheme off of the movie.” The
anticipated blue and silver decorated ball will be held in the Mead
Witter, Esch and Hurvis rooms on
the second floor of the Warch
Campus Center.
Sophomore Cori Lin embodied
the Harry Potter spirit on campus
when she proclaimed, “I love Harry
Potter so much I don’t think I
would be able to forgive myself if I
didn’t attend the first ever LUMOS
Yule Ball.”
Lin gave male attendees some
Yule Ball preparation advice: “Just
re-sew your tux into a cape; it’s not
that hard!”

Craig Gagnon '76 appointed Associate Vice President of Communications
Fanny Lau

Staff Writer
____________________________________

Craig Gagnon ’76 was hired as
the new associate vice president
of communications to help execute the Strategic Plan, a 10-year
vision which includes enhancing
the transformative nature of the
liberal arts education and creating
a stronger campus community.
During his four years at
Lawrence, Gagnon worked as
photo editor of The Lawrentian
“back when it was in the basement
of Main Hall” and hosted a radio

show at WLFM. While these two
extracurricular activities nurtured
an interest in media, it was his two
terms at the London Centre that
allowed him to gain valuable experience in international business.
When he returned to the
Appleton campus, he found fateful
career advice at the Career Center.
Gagnon cited the then-director of
the Career Center as “instrumental
in pointing [him] towards advertising.”
After
graduating
from
Lawrence, Gagnon worked in an
integrated marketing communications firm in Hong Kong for

three years. Since then, his wanderlust résumé has included jobs
at firms in Chicago, Los Angeles,
Minneapolis and Milwaukee.
President Jill Beck said,
“Lawrence is fortunate to have
such a seasoned professional joining us to direct communication
efforts — one who understands LU
so directly and so well.”
Though Lawrence does not
offer a marketing major, Gagnon
recommended that Lawrence students interested in marketing take
classes from a wide range of disciplines, including sociology, anthropology, art, film studies and sta-

tistics.
“I have never heard anybody
rave about their statistics class,
but I wished I had taken one,” said
Gagnon.
Gagnon hopes to “focus on
brand development and strategic
development by sharply defining
what Lawrence is for the world.”
His aim is to reach not only
Lawrence staff, faculty and students, but also parents, alumni,
prospective students, donors and
the Appleton community. Since
Lawrence and Appleton grew up
together, “[he] wants to make sure
they are aware of Lawrence events

HIRING FOR EDITORIAL BOARD POSITIONS
Would you like to edit or help manage the newspaper?

Apply online at
www.lawrentian.com/contact

Applications due Feb. 13 at 9am

The Lawrentian

because we have so much going
on.”
Vice President for Alumni,
Development and Communications
Cal Husmann, who led the search
for Gagnon’s position, described
Gagnon as “essential to the future
process of defining Lawrence
regionally and internationally.”
In reference to his time at
Lawrence, Gagnon said his
Lawrence education “helped [him]
adapt to change, which was certainly critical to marketing, but
applicable everywhere else.”
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Ask a Fifth-Year: Where is our winter?

Jacob Horn

Columnist
____________________________________

Dear Jacob,
What gives? A few weeks ago, you
went on and on about the things
you could do when it snowed, but
look outside! It’s the middle of
February and the only snow I can
see are the haphazard clumps
of ice around campus. You have
some explaining to do.
Signed,
Not-So Frigid Freshman
Yeah, sorry about that. I was
under the impression that this
was Wisconsin and not some sort
of tropical paradise that doesn’t
experience snow. Somewhere foreign like Tennessee. Even though
I cannot change the weather I can
come up with an equally useless

de Waal

continued from page 1
The plans to have de Waal
speak at Lawrence were in place
for nearly a year in preparation
for the event. The evening prior
to his address, Lawrence faculty
hosted de Waal and his wife at a
special dinner. Selected students
were also given time with the
scientist at a luncheon after the

list of things to do in the, well, not
snow.
You could make a mud-man.
Roll around large chunks of spongy
tundra to form torsos and whatnot. Or just make a large pile of
dirt. I am giving you free reign to
terrace the Main Hall green. Facility
Services may not be happy about
it, but tell them that I told you it
was alright. This won’t help you in
any way; it will just get my name
out there. There’s no such thing as
bad publicity.
You could still go sledding
down Memorial hill. Scuttle down
the slope on one the aforementioned “Downer trays.” You might
not get far. If rolling down a
muddy hill doesn’t sound exhilarating enough, you could always
find a stray wagon or bicycle to
take down with you. Jacob Eugene
Horn is not liable for any injuries sustained while following his
advice.
You could make your own
snow. Well, not snow. Just make
ice cubes and chuck them outside.
Have a snowball fight with these
artificial snowballs and then proceed to call an ambulance for whoever got struck by the concussioninducing iceball.
This is my challenge to the
Lawrentian-reading population.
Make me an igloo entirely out of
icecubes and I will sleep in it. Or
just make me popsicles. With the

speech for students interested
in primate behavior research.
Thursday afternoon, de Waal
held a question-and-answer session to receive feedback and
clarify any queries about his full
lecture.
Although de Waal is originally from the Netherlands where
he studied at the University
of Utrecht, he currently serves
as the C. H. Candler Professor
of Primate Behavior in the

astronomical number of ice cube
trays that you would need to make
an igloo, you could easily spare a
few for some delectable treats. I
feel like both of them would take
about the same amount of work,
but I would prefer a combination
of the two. A grape flavored igloo.
You could get on with your
schoolwork. Winter Term is that
wonderful time of the year where
the year seems anything but wonderful. The drabness of the outdoor world forces one to celebrate
hermitdom. During the Fall Term,
the last vestments of summer
still prevent anyone from caring.
Spring term offers too many distractions simply by being warmer
than 50 degrees.
But don’t let seasonal distractions detract you. You’re a busy
Lawrentian, who is way too busy.
But you’re not nearly as busy as
I am. I could tell you about how
busy I am with all of my schoolwork, but I’m far too busy to do
that sort of thing.
Please send me any questions
that you might have. Seriously. I
think it’s fairly obvious that I’m
making half of these questions
up. Except for the mustache one.
Sam really wanted my advice concerning his facial hair. Concerning
his current facial hair: Keep it.
It looks better than the solitary
‘stache. Send concerns and rants to
jacob.e.horn@lawrenc.edu

Psychology Department at
Emory University and directs the
Living Links program at Yerkes
National Primate Research
Center.
Through his work on morality, de Waal has gained a reputation as an effective speaker and
presenter. He has been invited
to give TEDx talks as well as public lectures across the United
States.
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Across the Pond: Celebrating the Year of the Dragon
Tara Jensen

For The Lawrentian
____________________________________

The platform of the South
Kensington Underground Station
was deceptively quiet as I awaited the Piccadilly train, bound for
Leicester Square. My destination:
Chinatown, to celebrate the Year of
the Dragon.
Just as I was beginning to
think my tube journey would be
a solitary one, hoards of people
piled in around me, and the usual
etiquette of polite shuffling had
been replaced with a sort of manic
scramble for standing space in the
cars. My fellows and I had pushed
the poor conveyance to its maximum capacity.
Good thing the buzz of excitement was there to ward off claustrophobia. It took a few minutes
for me to realize what a motley
crew we were — hardly anyone was
British, or even speaking English for
that manner! In fact, most of the
conversations I picked up were in
Spanish. Before long we were piling
off and emerging into the daylight.
For the millionth time since arriving in London, I felt as though I’d
landed on another planet.
Swept off into the crowd into
one of Chinatown’s many side
streets, I was disoriented. Not that
it was my first time there — my
London walks have included many
a visit, but the holiday had transformed the lace into a dizzying
feast for the senses. Generally,

this unpredictability applies to all
London neighborhoods. I’ve found
they’re never the same twice.
A local bartender once agreed
with me on this one-there’s always
something new to discover about
one’s favorite haunts. For this reason, any attempt to plan one’s city
outings too thoroughly. My best
adventures have been the most
spontaneous ones, and the Chinese
New Year was no exception! With
nary a conflict or care, I followed
the strings of lanterns and a distant drumming to the tail end of
the parade.
Bringing up the rear was band
of small blonde children dressed in
Tai Kwon Do uniforms. The sight
wasn’t authentically Chinese, but it
was quintessentially London. With
immigration levels at an all time
high, the city’s burgeoning pockets of super-diversity are absorbing the “traditional” Anglo-Celtic
population.
Jogging past them, I cut through
side streets to catch the front of
the show. The narrow spaces were
crammed with bystanders. Before
long, I’d made it to the front. The
parade was led by a large dragon,
the auspicious symbol of the New
Year, and often China itself. Behind
it were men in bright costumes riding atop — what else? — an ancient
double-decker bus. Yet another
iconic combination!
From there, the parade took
a rather unusual turn, incorporating more international performers

than Chinese. There was an indigenous Peruvian group, an African
dance ensemble and Irish brigade
amongst the jolly zodiac characters. One bloke behind me teased:
“Where are all the Chinese?” to
which his mate replied, “Perhaps
they’re having a nap. This is a nice
little break for them.”
He was half right: There were
shockingly few Chinese people in
the parade or the crowd. And then
it hit me — none of Chinatown’s
restaurants or shops had closed for
the occasion, and somebody had to
accommodate the thousands of like
myself who’d come to gawk at the
festivities.
The revelation provided a little
insight into why London has come
to hold the event one week after
the calendar Chinese New Year.
First comes the intimate observation, then the full-blown, dare I say
profitable, extravaganza.
The spirited procession gathered followers until finally emptying into Trafalgar Square. An enormous red stage had been erected
for various performances throughout the day. To kick things off,
good old Boris, the Lord Mayor,
would be giving a speech. I’m sure
whatever he had to say was lovely, but after about ten minutes of
standing in the frigid air amidst
thousands of my closest friends,
I decided to retreat to sheltered
Chinatown, away from the fish
stands and advertisements for the
event’s sponsors.

Photo courtesy of Tara Jensen

My flight into a tiny alley was
richly rewarded when I stumbled
upon a North Chinese restaurant.
The hole-in-the-wall somehow had
one cozy seat left, right beside a
window. As I tucked in to a feast
of aubergine and preserved eggs,
a dancing lion appeared outside!
He was soon joined by a crowd
that began throwing lettuce into its
mouth and cheering — Wikipedia
later explained that this is a traditional way to usher in prosperity.
I stayed there for as long as
possible, polishing off an entire
pot of green tea and smiling at my
good fortune — must have been the

luck of the Dragon. Since stepping
off the plane at Heathrow, magical
discoveries like the lion dance have
awaited around every corner.
In London, it’s never been a
question of finding adventure. The
real challenge lies in absorbing each
experience. While living abroad has
provided unlimited opportunities
for exploration, it’s also given me a
newfound zest for life. It’s an intrepidity that I want to bring back to
the States, so that I may keep on
living to the fullest for many new
years to come.

VIVA! celebrates Latin culture at St. Gabriel Elementary
Grace Berchem

Staff Writer
____________________________________

Cultural awareness is important at any age, and diversity should be celebrated. Last
Saturday, Lawrence’s club VIVA!
brought this message to a group of
students at St. Gabriel Elementary
in Neenah. VIVA! is an organization

on campus geared towards raising
awareness about Latin American
culture both at Lawrence and in
the larger community.
Osbani Garcia, president of
VIVA,! spoke to the importance of
such cultural awareness: “Learning
about any culture is important.
Understanding fosters better relationships between people. It’s like
building a bridge.”

Photo courtesy Zain Ali

VIVA!’s visit to St. Gabriel was
part of a fundraiser for the school,
which was also meant to foster cultural awareness. The event kicked
off with a dinner of traditional
Latin American food. After dinner,
VIVA! members took part in the
main event, which was a performance of traditional dances from
a variety of Latin American countries including Peru, Puerto Rico
and the Dominican Republic.
The evening ended with a
workshop led by VIVA! explaining the dances and their meanings to the kids. There were a lot
of opportunities for the children
to ask questions too. This was
VIVA!’s second year taking part in
this important cultural event at St.
Gabriel.
As Garcia explained, “It was
really a learning experience for
children about how to interact
with people from different cultures. This year, the event was
really successful because we knew
what to expect and came with a
strong sense of purpose.”
In fact, the event was such a
success that the event coordinator
at the elementary school is interested in working with VIVA! more
in the future. Plans are currently
under way for a Spanish language
workshop for the students as well
as their parents. The workshop
would be taught by a Lawrence
professor and would take place
right on campus.
This has been a busy year for
VIVA! and they have no plans of
slowing down any time soon. In
the fall, they celebrated Day of the
Dead on campus by setting up a
Mexican altar in the Warch Campus
Center. It was complete with sugar
skulls, rosaries, marigolds and pictures of VIVA! members’ deceased
relatives. In honor of the dead,

they also had a ceremony in which
they served hot chocolate without
milk and “pan de muerto.”
When asked about the event,
Associate Professor of Spanish and
Italian Professor Patricia Vilches,
VIVA! mentor, said, “No matter
what our own religious stance
may be, the ceremony that took
place at the Mexican altar this
past November was an electrifying
moment. Three students knelt by
the altar and prayed for beloved
family members who had passed
away. We believe that in that precise moment religious and cultural
mores of the Mexican world came
alive at Lawrence.”
Plans are also in the works
for a guest speaker in March. If
all goes as planned, VIVA! will be
hosting a poet from Puerto Rico
who will read some of his poetry
on campus.
Then in April, VIVA! will celebrate Los Diablos de Yare.
“Diablos” translates to “devil,” so
as part of the event people will
wear devil masks and red costumes while performing the traditional dance.
Spring Term, VIVA! will have
another panel discussion concerning Latin American culture. Last
year, they hosted a discussion
about what it means to be queer
in Latin America; members are still
deciding on a topic for this year.
And if that doesn’t seem like
enough, VIVA! is teaming up with
Lawrence International to coordinate weekly Latin American dance
workshops. These will be open to
the entire Lawrence community.
With VIVA!’s annual dance party
coming up next term, Lawrentians
will want to start perfecting their
dance moves.
VIVA! membership and all of
its events are open to the entire

Lawrence community. They are
always looking to get more people
involved.
As Garcia put it, “Even if people don’t know anything about
Latin American culture, they are
still welcome to join. It’s open to
anyone who’s curious or interested.”
Meetings are every Wednesday
at 5 p.m. on the fourth floor of
the Warch Campus Center. Anyone
thinking about joining is encouraged to attend. Otherwise, people
can also check out their Facebook
page or search their webpage on
the Lawrence University website.
For more information, contact
Garcia at osbani.garcia@lawrence.
edu.

TV shows,
please send
more swag.

Anything but
pan pizza.
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Winter Carnival a success despite unseasonably warm weather
Marie Jeruc

Staff Writer
____________________________________

The 2012 Winter Carnival had
nearly everything this year: ice
sculpting, snow cone making and
dancing to big band music at the
President’s Ball. But it lacked one
fairly important element: cold winter weather.
In all the years of Winter
Carnival’s history, dating back
to the 1970s, counting on winter
weather has never been a problem.
While some activities were held
inside, most of the carnival events
featured snow, ice and cold temperatures.
Erin Dix, the university archivist, explained that the Winter
Carnival we know today is a
revived version of the 1976 Winter
Carnival. The Winter Carnival traditions, including hot chocolate,
ice sculpting, broom ball, maple
taffy and the President’s Ball
were all included and enjoyed by
Lawrentians and members of the
Appleton community over 30 years
ago when the carnival began. Prior
to the Winter Carnival, an event
called “winter weekend” existed
during the 1940’s and 1950’s.
During this weekend, students
would go to Door County for skiing and skating.
Unfortunately, the unseasonably warm weather caused many
of the traditional events to be canceled this year. Curt Lauderdale,
assistant dean of students for
Campus Life, commented on
results of this year’s mild winter.
Said Lauderdale, “Some events like
skiing, sledding, broom ball and
maple taffy-making had to be postponed or cancelled.”
Though Lauderdale admitted

that “it was a little weird to be
playing lawn games in the beginning of February,” he thinks that
“students really enjoyed themselves and we can call it a success.”
Overall, these events and the
entire Winter Carnival weekend
both helped students meet new
friends and bond the Lawrence
community as a whole. Said
Lauderdale, “We wanted to round
out the rest of the weekend with
events that were already going
on, like the orchestra concert and
athletic events. We wanted to take
advantage of other great things
that were already happening and
create an all-campus community
moment.”
While Cori Lin ’14 “was disappointed that the taffy-making
didn’t happen,” she did enjoy others events that could still happen
regardless of the weather, like the
President’s Ball.
Called an “Old Fashioned
Dance” back during the 1976 carnival, the President’s Ball attracted
many students with its big band
and DJ music this year. Said Alyssa
Villaire ’14, “the band and music
were great, and everyone looked
so lovely.”
Lin also enjoyed the President’s
Ball, especially since she got to
dress up and have a good time
with her friends. Said Lin, “Even if
the weather is dreary, the ball is
something that picks you up during the mid-term winter slump.”
Ice sculpting, another event
that was held despite the weather, was also considered a successful and enjoyably experience
for students. Villaire teamed up
with Mathias Reed and Fanny Lau
to win the ice sculpture contest
with their Chewbacca sculpture,

which still can be found standing outside the Warch Campus
Center. Said Reed, “Ice sculpting
ended up being my favorite event
of the Winter Carnival, besides the
President’s Ball.”
While many Winter Carnival
events could continue without
snow and ice, others like sledding
and broomball were simply impossible to accomplish. A snowless
and green hill behind Memorial
Hall forced sledding to be cancelled.
For the broomball tournament, carnival organizers “started
to flood the Ormsby ice rink, but
then it all melted away,” explained
Lauderdale. As a last minute substitution, lawn games like ladder
ball and beanbag toss were played
on the Quad.
Furthermore, winter carnival was paired with the Career
Center’s Lawrence Scholars event,
bringing in many alums. Lin hopes
that in the future, the traditions of
Winter Carnival will be enhanced
by more alumni involvement during carnival weekend. She thinks,
“It would be really cool to see a lot
of alumni come back. This way, old
traditions will be remembered and
appreciated, while new traditions
are created and enjoyed by a wider
range of people.”
Regardless of the lukewarm
winter weather members of the
Lawrence community experienced
this year, Winter Carnival provided
a weekend filled with opportunities to bring people together and
bring back one of Lawrence’s older
traditions.
Said Lauderdale, “I hope that
Winter Carnival continues to grow
and find a permanent home in our
winter schedule here at Lawrence.”

Photos by Fanny Lau (top) and Elise Massicotte (bottom)

Why sit in on a language table? LU support group promotes wellness on campus
Rachel Young

Staff Writer
____________________________________

Whether you’re the enthusiastic person who is planning
on majoring, or the person who
begrudgingly goes to class because
you made the decision to attend
a liberal arts school where three
terms of language education are
required, it’s a fact of life that just
about every Lawrentian at one time
or another during their academic
career studies a foreign language.
However, despite the high volume of students who have to take
language classes, not too many
of them take the odd hour out
of their week to attend one of
the language tables offered by
the respective foreign language
departments. In fact, there is a language table for almost every modern language taught at Lawrence:
Spanish, French, German, Russian,
Japanese and Chinese. Sorry, Latin
and Greek, your ancient statuses
disqualify you. It’s nothing personal.
Now, I know what you’re thinking: “But Rachel, I’m the person
who just goes to my language class
because I have to. Why should I
waste time going to a language
table to sit with a bunch of strangers who are way more fluent than
me? Plus, how can I say anything
when my mouth is constantly full
of organic sweet and sour chickpeas or toasty homemade grilled
cheese?”
All of these arguments are definitely valid. However, if I may be
so bold, I’d like to make a case for

the lowly language table, and provide a few reasons why all students
should take the plunge and go at
least once during their respective
period of language study.
I’ll acknowledge my bias right
away — I’m a double language
major. Language tables have been
a regular part of my experience
here since I was a freshman. That
being said, I feel that my bias also
makes me qualified to laud the
benefits of language table attendance.
Firstly, all language tables are
moderated by students who are
native speakers, which automatically creates an outlet for conversation. Not only are these students
able to keep the discussion flowing because of their comfort level
with the language, but they also
are totally willing to help people
who don’t feel as confident about
their skills.
In a classroom, under the
looming pressure of a participation grade, speaking out can seem
like an intimidating task. However,
over lunch, it’s easy to practice the
most basic phrases and vocabulary
words — i.e., “pass the salt” —
without over-thinking it.
Plus, you’ll meet other students at different skill levels and
different stages in their language
development, which can either
allow you to see what is possible
through continued language practice, or realize that no matter how
small you feel your vocabulary is,
clear communication is possible at

See Languages on page 12

Marie Jeruc

Staff Writer
____________________________________

Anxiety. Depression. Mental
Illness. The social stigma often
associated with these words and
their connotations usually evokes
a level of discomfort for people
unaccustomed to dealing with
them, and a sense of indignity or
shame for those who personally
experience them.
The long and cold Wisconsin
winters, heavy workload, and constant stresses of college life particularly enhance anxiety and depression in the student population. In
addition to the chronic, year-round
effects of anxiety or depression,
another seasonally-induced mental illness can target many people,
regardless of their previous experience with or without anxiety or
depression.
Termed Seasonal Affective
Disorder, or “SAD,” many people
suffer from new or heightened
levels of depression during the
cold and dreary depths of winter.
Lacking a sufficient amount of
Vitamin D — naturally absorbed
during the body’s exposure to sunlight — and experiencing increased
isolation or loneliness due to cold
temperatures, many people develop SAD but do not realize they
have it, or do not know how to
treat it.
A potential solution to those
suffering from chronic anxiety, depression or SAD lies in
Lawrence’s new social support
group. This casual discussion
group will meet over dinner every

Wednesday evening from 5:30 to
6:30 p.m. during Winter Term.
Said Counseling Psychology
Extern Jenjee Sengkhammee, M.S.,
“The idea for this group is to provide a safe space for students to
be involved and talk about what’s
going on in their lives.” To participate in these group meetings, simply e-mail Sengkhammee beforehand and bring your dinner to the
Runkel Room, where the group
meets each week, which is on the
fourth floor of the Warch Campus
Center.
Senior Olivia Hendricks came
up with the idea for this support
group last year, but finally experienced its execution this term
with the help of Sengkhammee and
Counseling Services. Hendricks
thinks that “Lawrence is really
open about so many issues and
there is a lot of compassion on
campus and a willingness to understand peoples’ issues.”
Hendricks also stressed that
this group is not going to function
like a stereotypical support group.
“We’re not trying to ‘fix you’ with
this group,” said Hendricks. The
group’s main goal is simply to
locate other students who want
to discuss issues in their lives and
provide a support system for all
people involved.
Similarly, this group also aligns
with Lawrence’s campaign for mental as well as physical wellness.
Said Sengkhammee, “Lawrence has
this wellness model and this idea
of both psychological and physical well-being.” She emphasizes
that the support group follows the

“idea that we’re focusing and highlighting mental health within the
campus.”
Additionally, this support
group will help reduce the loneliness or isolation sometimes felt
by those who struggle with mental
illness. Hendricks revealed, “When
you’re struggling with anxiety or
depression, you sometimes don’t
have the motivation to seek out
social situations that might actually make you better.”
This casual group will not only
provide a social support system
and coping process for students
suffering from anxiety or depression, but also will ultimately help
create gradual changes in the views
of mental illness at Lawrence.
Said Sengkhammee, “My hope
is that it will reduce stigma about
students who struggle with mental
health and wellness.” The group’s
relaxed environment and accessibility to everyone on campus, not
just those who suffer from anxiety
or depression, may help reduce the
cultural stigma surrounding mental health.
Sengkhammee and Hendricks
emphasize that this group is not
exclusive to students with clinically diagnosed or severe mental
illness. Every Lawrence student is
welcome to these group sessions,
regardless of whether they need to
seek out support or instead want
to give support.
Through this openness to everyone on campus, Sengkhammee
hopes that different perspectives

See Support group on page 12
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Staff Editorial
Recognizing President Beck
President Jill Beck announced her plans to retire in June 2013 on Feb. 2. The news came as a surprise to most students, and we will be sad to see such a beloved figure on campus go. Before she
leaves, we encourage students to reflect on the numerous ways in which Beck has positively impacted
our lives.
Most of Beck’s work is behind the scenes, but her efforts have drastically improved our Lawrence
experience. Without her incredibly successful More Light! campaign, we would still be eating in Downer.
Beck’s work has also impacted the more domestic side of campus, from bathroom renovations in
Plantz to the upgrades in the Memorial Chapel. And let’s not forgot Beck’s championing of the fantastic new dance studies program.
We at The Lawrentian are proud of Beck’s work, and of the public recognition she’s brought
Lawrence during her time here. Beck has also received accolades for being Lawrence’s first female president, and we’re pleased to have attended Lawrence during her tenure. We also thank Beck for giving
a year’s notice before her retirement, so that Lawrence will have ample time to find an able successor.
We trust that Lawrence will find a new president who will serve the campus well as we move forward in these tough economic times. We hope that the new president will continue some of Beck’s
major initiatives, such as sustainability, the expansion of the Lawrence Fellows program and the development of new academic fields like film and dance.
Lastly, we hope that Beck will use her remaining year here to focus on projects that she’s really passionate about. With her long list of successes so far, we’re excited to see what comes next.
We encourage Lawrentians of all stripes to take a moment to reflect on how Beck has improved
your time here, and to thank her when you see her around campus. And, of course, we give our best
wishes to Beck as she transitions into her very own life after Lawrence.

Unpaid internships: Scam or opportunity?
Daniel Perret-Goluboff

Staff Writer
____________________________________

PHOTO
POLL

If you’re in my situation, the
nearing end of winter term means
a couple of things for you: midterms, longing for spring break
and internship applications for the
coming summer. Of course, these
highly sought-after positions provide a great deal of valuable experience for any student preparing
to enter the professional world,
but recent points raised argue that
may not be enough compensation.
A great deal of difficulty is
involved in obtaining a summer
internship specific enough to one’s
academic field to offer the desired
experience, and for all the effort
put into acquiring and completing
the position, one would typically
expect decent financial compensation.
Unfortunately, this is less and
less often the case. Many companies and employers offer exclusively unpaid internships, stating
that the experience in and of itself
is enough to justify a summer’s
worth of work.
Students often find themselves having to make the decision
between working summer jobs for
money or working in their desired
career field for little to no compensation. As this trend has gained

prominence in our country, many
have raised the argument that the
Department of Labor and the federal government should act to prevent unpaid internships.
The primary logic behind this
argument is that these internships
actually violate labor laws that
state that workers must be compensated for their efforts. As can
be expected, employers offering
these positions have been relatively unsympathetic to these calls for
change in the workplace.
And why should they be? From
the employer’s standpoint, unpaid
interns provide a virtual treasure
trove of opportunity. They present an opportunity for a company
to tap into a pool full of eager and
able potential employees willing
to do their grunt work for nothing
more than a boost to their resume
and perhaps an eventual letter
of recommendation when they do
enter the dismal job market.
Obviously, my opinion as a student is relatively biased, but let us
take a minute and observe the situation objectively. Students require
internships to create a résumé
appealing to potential employers.
Simply because the market exists
in a fashion that allows employers to hire these students for very
little or no money does not mean
that it is ethically correct.

Interns are typically some of
the most overworked individuals
within a given business, and for
that they deserve monetary compensation.
The department of labor needs
to do something to change this
trend in American business. We
cannot continue to offer these
positions to eager and qualified
individuals without any form of
compensation. A capitalist society
simply does not allow for unpaid
work.
All that the system currently
does is create a setting in which
students take on a loss — if not
greater debt acquired through the
costs of getting to work, etc. —
while they dedicate themselves
to advancing their credentials for
employment within their respective field.
So do yourself a favor and
don’t approach those applications
for internships with apathy regarding compensation. Only through
massive refusal of unpaid and
underpaid positions can we as students expect any sort of paradigm
shift in the way that our summer
efforts are compensated in this
country.

Photo poll by
Nicolas Glennon

What are
your plans
for reading
period?
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It's a love/hate relationship
Bob Trettin

Staff Writer
____________________________________

Despised by some, yet respected by all, simultaneously esteemed
and notorious, Freshman Studies is
undeniably a legendary element of
the Lawrence experience.
I am now halfway through
my second trimester — I’m still
unaccustomed to that term — at
Lawrence, and I would like to use
this article to reflect on the course
which all Lawrentians either endure
or savor in their first year on their
path toward graduation.
Although I have yet to complete my second term of Freshman
Studies, so far my experience
with the course has been positively rewarding. I place value in the
degree of difficulty of every course
I take, and I am pleased to say that
Freshman Studies has been a considerable challenge.
Challenges inevitably generate and tend to accelerate growth,
and this particular course has produced measurable intellectual and
academic progress for me and
undoubtedly for my peers.
I think that my partiality toward
Freshman Studies and its overall
success comes from its unique
approach. The wide range of material consisting of science, art, philosophy, film, music and much more
might seem like a chaotic attack
of subjects to students. However, I
view it more as a calculated strategy
of increasing intelligence through
the careful examination of a broad
sphere of topics.
Through Freshman Studies,
Lawrentians procure a foundation
for future education. This course is
a concoction of subjects designed
to develop knowledge about and a
fondness for many areas of learning
and not an acute focus on one, with
the hopes of producing balanced

X, Y, Z
may be good
for your
health
Nathan Lawrence

Staff Writer
____________________________________

This week, readers of The
New York Times, The Wall Street
Journal and MSNBC’s website were
all greeted with a rather strange
story: “Gossiping may be good for

students.
The other aspect of Freshman
Studies which I truly appreciate is
the different perspectives of the
professors who teach the course.
The experience is entirely different
each term due to the distinctive personalities and expertise of the professor to whom you are assigned.
The course has a completely
different spin on it depending on
who it is taught by and the angle
they pursue. For instance, a French
professor and a professor of mathematics will have quite separate
approaches to the material, which
makes this such a unique and influential course.
The only complaint I have must
be that I wish Freshman Studies
were required for the whole first
year of school. The benefits that I
have received from the class have
been exciting. It has taught me how
to properly write a paper, how to
effectively voice my opinions in
class and listen to the opinions of
others.
The analysis of the material is
far more in depth than anything I
have reached previously. The critical thinking involved for reading,
watching or listening to these works
is challenging and feels important,
and the enthusiasm of the professors makes for an excellent class.
I would be remiss if I did not
mention the infamous Plato’s
“The Republic“ in an article about
Freshman Studies. Let’s see if I can
successfully tie in the allegory of
the cave into my conclusion.
In a sense, Freshman Studies
has brought me out of the darkness
and into the light in a number of
ways. I have been acclimated to college courses through it; I now know
the truth about what a paper should
look like, and hopefully someday I’ll

See Love/hate on page 7

your health!” This is stupid.
I have no issue with the science
behind this particular study — I
don’t possibly have enough knowledge of what they’re saying to be
capable of such a criticism — but
I do take issue with the amount of
weight placed on this story.
Every week, we are bombarded
by headlines like this. Red wine,
chocolate, beer, acai berries, videogames and even sexual activity
have been pointed to by headlines
through the past decade. A simple
Google search for the phrase “good
for your health” on The New York
Times website alone yields more
than 65,000 results. The problem

See X, Y, Z on page 12

“Soccer banquet!”
-Camila De Meo

“Dragon Research.”
-David Romero

“I’m doing my best to do
nothing well.”
-Ryan Kottman
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Suicide epidemic in
Anoka associated
with neutrality law
Kaye Herranen

Opinions and Editorials Editor
____________________________________

In the Anoka-Hennepin School
District, nine students have committed suicide in the past two
years. Many of these students were
either openly gay, or were suspected of being gay by their peers.
This school district’s struggle with
teen suicide has been pushed into
the mainstream media by students
and parents protesting the school
district’s policy on bullying.
Currently, the Anoka school
district has a policy now referred
to as “no homo promo,” which
stipulates that school faculty
and staff must remain neutral on
issues of sexuality.
Even health teachers and guidance counselors are unable to tell
a student that being gay is natural, or even okay. This policy was
enacted out of fear that discussion of issues concerning sexuality would encourage students to
become gay.
This policy was lobbied for by
two conservative Christian groups,
the Minnesota Family Council and
Focus on the Family — both affiliated with Republican Congressional
Representative Michele Bachmann.
These same groups attacked antibullying legislation.
As quoted in a recent Rolling
Stone article, Bachmann said of
anti-bullying legislation in 2006,
“What will be our definition of
bullying? Will it get to the point
where we are completely stifling
free speech and expression?... Will
we be expecting boys to be girls?”
I grant that I am a liberal-leaning college student — but antibullying legislation seems a nobrainer to me. No kid should get
bullied. Period.
Anoka-Hennepin
School
District’s “no homo promo” policy
of forcing teachers to remain neutral on issues of sexuality effectively bans them from starting any
meaningful discussions about sexuality in the classroom. This rule
extends to one-on-one meetings
between teachers and students.

Love/hate

continued from page 6

Even a troubled student who turns
to a teacher for guidance may be
brushed off or turned away by a
sympathetic teacher in fear of losing his or her job.
Anoka-Hennepin
School
District is within Bachmann’s
congressional district, and she
even graduated from Anoka High
School. In light of her intimate connection to this issue, her silence is
disturbing.
While Bachmann has already
fallen out of favor with the majority of voters, she now has one small
chance to prove her humanity. Any
living, feeling human being cannot be unmoved by the suicides of
nine LGBT youth in just one school
district.
If she wants the public to
respect her in any way, Bachmann
has to publically admit that policies such as “no homo promo”
create an atmosphere that is hostile towards the LGBT community
and contribute to LGBT bullying.
She needs to show some sense of
remorse over the loss of life and
promise to work for more just
anti-bullying legislation.
As a result of student and parent protests, the Anoka-Hennepin
School District is currently undergoing a federal investigation by
the U.S. Department of Justice
and the Office of Civil Rights, an
office within the U.S. Department
of Education.
I’m relieved that this school
district and its policies are being
investigated and held under scrutiny. Hopefully these lawsuits will
set a strong legal precedent for
cases like this in the future — yet
it’s so sad that we need a tragedy
like this to ensure LGBT rights in
the classroom.
Regardless of personal or religious views on homosexuality, no
person or school system should
blatantly ignore LGBT bullying.
This isn’t just at LGBT issue —
it’s a human rights issue. Even
if certain conservatives, such as
Michelle Bachmann, cannot understand or accept homosexuality,
they have to recognize the humanity of the LGBT community.
be able to stare directly at the sun,
that is, the ultimate goodness of
education and importance of developing a passion for learning.

Letter to the Editor
As everyone on campus is probably aware, the smoking legislation that was proposed in the
Spring of 2011 was tabled indefinitely due to intense controversy. Recently, the president of LUCC
removed the legislation from the table, and it was sent back to committee.
The Student Welfare Committee of LUCC, which is working on this project, is starting from the
ground up on a new proposal regarding smoking. We are not interested in banning smoking, which
was how the legislation last spring was billed. Instead, we are hoping to preserve the privilege to
smoke on this campus while also attending to the wishes of the nonsmoking community. However,
we are approaching the writing of this proposal in a new way.
On Feb. 15, from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. in the WCC Cinema, we will be holding an open write-yourown-legislation session to gather the concerns of the community, both from smokers and nonsmokers
alike, before drafting new legislation. Come at any time and leave at any time. It is our feeling that
community input will be crucial in forming new and acceptable legislation.
This is our opportunity as students, and as a community, to create something that works for all
of us. If you have an opinion on the matter, participate in this session. If we can’t get this done as
students, it will undoubtedly be addressed by the administration, where it will essentially be out of
our hands.
If you are unable to attend the session at the scheduled time, please email your comments, concerns or questions to the Chairperson of Student Welfare, Charlie Malchow, at charles.d.malchow@
lawrence.edu.
- Jake Woodford
LUCC President-Elect

One nation, under the NFL,
with liberty and justice for all
Alan Duff

Staff Writer
____________________________________

I haven’t seen a Super Bowl
in over five years. This has not
been by purposeful self-omission,
though; I want to make that clear.
I would never purposefully miss out on all the wonderful
excitement and speculation surrounding which Super Bowl commercial will be the best each year.
I’ve simply been busy with events
that don’t involve sitting on a
couch and cheering for my favorite
corporate mascot.
But the Super Bowl is a special
time. It’s the kind of excitement
that we all live for, a true fight
between corporations over who
will receive our approval and votes
with our time and wallets. I’m still
talking about the commercials, not
the football teams.
This is why, despite missing
the last five Super Bowls, I have
managed to make the time to
watch the much-acclaimed Super
Bowl commercials this year. When
companies spend around $3.5 million to get my attention for 30
seconds, I would like to think it’s

worth that kind of money — or so
I keep telling myself.
It’s easy to see that a lot of
money is spent each year on the
Super Bowl by advertisers each
year, and there’s a reason why. The
Super Bowl has become the new
national pastime.
Just this week, the Nielsen Co.
stated that around 111.3 million
people watched the 2012 Super
Bowl. Whether they were all watching for the commercials or the
sport has yet to be determined, but
it shouldn’t diminish how much of
an achievement it is to get about a
third of the United States population to watch a single show.
In a nation full of individuals divided in what we watch on
YouTube, what we read and what
we do, finding this common focal
point of interest is amazing. Most
shows no longer enjoy the market
dominance they once did as television has become more specialized,
and the 21st century has been
more about individualization than
anything else.
Consequently, what we can all
talk about in public discourse has
become narrower. Now, everyone

“Working on my Gandalf
impression.”
-Morgan Gray

“Going to Chicago with a
friend to take care of her
sibling.”
-Eryn Wecker

“I’m going to Boston, for
personal reasons...”
-Isabel Andrade
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”Björklunden with the
Waseda program.”
-Yuki Maehashi

belongs to a niche, and marketing
in America has acted accordingly.
The exception is the Super
Bowl, when budgets are blown and
everyone thinks differently. The
target audience that day isn’t people who like puppies, Democrats
or Republicans, or even sports lovers – it’s Americans.
That’s the beauty of the Super
Bowl whether you enjoy it or not,
it’s a point of common interest
in a country that lacks a common
ground in political opinions, in
likes and tastes, favorite television shows, books and even if they
want ketchup on their hotdogs.
It’s nice to imagine and see
that for a single day Americans
can all sit down and root for their
favorite team, or at least for the
one they dislike less; while they
chow down on smoked BBQ and
chips.
I think the real discussion
shouldn’t be about how many
yards were driven by Tom Brady
or Eli Manning, but on which
Super Bowl so far has had the best
Doritos commercial. I’m still deliberating.

The opinions expressed in
this section are those of
the students, faculty and
community members who
wrote them. All facts are
as provided by the authors.
The Lawrentian does not
endorse any opinions piece
except for the staff editorial, which represents a
majority of the editorial
board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit
their own opinions using
the parameters outlined in
the masthead.
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LSO rolls out the red carpet with
concert full of movie music
Natalie Schermer

Staff Writer
____________________________________

Last Sunday, the Lawrence
Symphony Orchestra brought
a packed chapel to Hollywood
with their concert “LSO Goes to
the Movies.” The concert featured
music from several popular films,
as well as hosting and commentary
from Associate Professor of Music
Julie McQuinn and Kimberly-Clark
Professor of Music and Director of
Jazz Studies Fred Sturm.
It also served as the world premiere of "A Place Transformed,"
the film collaboration between
Lawrence's Web Content and New
Media Specialist Rachel Crowl and
Alex Johnson '12.
The concert opened dramatically with Indiana Jones — "The
Raiders March" from “Raiders of the
Lost Ark.” A perfect choice to start
the show, this piece hinted at exactly what was to come, and that it was
going to be impressive.
Soon after, McQuinn made her
entrance — and if anybody is enthusiastic about music, it's McQuinn.
Throughout the show, McQuinn and
Sturm provided tidbits and background information about the rise
of film scores and how they reached
where they are today.

For many modern listeners, film
scores are the majority of their
exposure to any sort of classical
music, and, combined with audio
and visual experiences, film scores
have the power to evoke powerful
emotion. After seeing a film, the
emotions experienced during that
film are tied to the music; listening
to the score later can bring them
back in a heartbeat.
The concert became at once
a form of transportation and an
interesting music history lesson. Following McQuinn's opening speech, concertgoers sailed
the seven seas with Captain Jack
Sparrow and highlights from the
score of “Pirates of the Caribbean.”
Next were a few shivery pieces
from the Basilisk fight in “Harry
Potter and the Chamber of Secrets.”
After Sturm's entrance — which
involved a Superman outfit — came
a comparison of the “Jaws” theme
with Antonín Dvorák’s“New World
Symphony,” showing just how
much film score composers were
influenced by the classics.
One of the highlights of the
concert came with the premiere of Crowl's video "A Place
Transformed," a visual journey
explaining the effect the MoreLight!
campaign has had on Lawrence
and all of the changes that have

occurred across campus.
While the video has been available on YouTube for a while, this
concert marked the premiere of
Alex Johnson '12's accompanying
score, composed over winter break.
It was fascinating to hear an example of a film score so recently composed by one of Lawrence's very
own among all of the other familiar
pieces.
The second half began with
a treatise on Ravel's “Bolero“ to
show how the popularity of a piece
can affect the public, followed by
excerpts from “Titanic,” featuring
the voice of Graycie Gardner '14.
Next came two powerful pieces
from “Schindler's List,” after which
came what many had been waiting
for — selections from “The Lord
of the Rings: The Fellowship of the
Ring.” Finally, the show finished
with a “Star Wars” medley, closing
with familiar songs.
Although the content of the
show varied widely, the message
remained clear throughout. Music
and its associations can transport
listeners immediately to memories
of distant lands and past times,
conjuring emotions, happy or sad.
Even though we stayed in the chapel
the whole time, the concert really
did feel like a long journey.
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Lana Del Rey

The Tim Tebow of indie pop
Maximillian Maude

for The Lawrentian
____________________________________

In just a matter of months,
Lana Del Rey has transformed herself from a struggling New York
musician named Elizabeth Grant
into the most polarizing indie-pop
icon in America today.
In October of last year, Del Rey
released her first single, the hauntingly infectious “Video Games,”
which received excessive amounts
of attention and praise from critics and also led to a joint record
deal with Interscope and Polydor
records.
Her meteoric rise to prominence has simultaneously incited
a movement of resentment against
her. Her accusers claim that Del
Rey lacks authenticity and talent,
and has relied on marketing ploys
to achieve her success. The debate,
which raged on long before the
release of her first album “Born
to Die” has made Del Rey into the
Tim Tebow of indie culture.
Like Tebow, Del Rey has
instantly been condemned solely
because of her image in lieu of
any substantial body of work to
accurately attack or defend her
proficiency in her field. However,
instead of taking a knee in prayer
after a touchdown, Del Rey pouts
her ruby-red lips in homage to the
former titans of the silver screen,
setting herself as the spiritual successor to the likes of James Dean,
Nancy Sinatra and Elvis Presley.
That being said, “Born to Die”
leaves much to be desired, and the
lack of time spent on crafting the
album results in a compilation of
songs that sound underdeveloped
and unimaginative.
In the ordering of the tracks
on the album, Del Rey places her
previously released singles and
B-sides at the start of the album
in an attempt to hit the listener
over the head by reminding them
why she is famous to begin with.
This makes the LP lopsided, and
listening to the later tracks can
become a tiresome chore, because
they never match the sincerity and
effectiveness of her earlier singles.

A bulk of the production on
Del Rey’s first album on a major
label gets handled, albeit rather
clumsily, by Emile Haynie, best
known for his work with Kid Cudi
and Eminem.
While at times the combination
of punch-drunk breathy vocals and
the hip-hop infused drum samples seems novel, the repetition of
this formula for twelve continuous
tracks can make your head spin.
Also, the thick swatches of theatrical strings that wind up in every
single song start to lose their luster after about 15 minutes.
As for the actual talent of the
singer-songwriter, clearly Del Rey
has potential and deserves at least
partial credit for attempting some
form of diversity in the delivery
of her choruses. While she always
returns to her withdrawn monotone inflection, a tone that differentiates her from most current
pop artists, she does try different
registers, which she handles with
relative ease.
The lyrical content of each
song fails to recapture that same
lingering detachment that made
“Video Games” such an overnight
success. The stark entrancement
of Del Rey telling you to go play
your video games seems to suggest a representation of an independent female character that has
becomes disillusioned with the
youth culture she finds herself in.
However, to say that any other
song on “Born to Die” mimics that
kind of representation would be
a glaring inaccuracy. The lyrics
adhere more to the traditional,
lovesick, defenseless pre-teen who
will cease to exist if she loses her
man: “Every time I close my eyes /
It’s like a dark paradise / No one
compares to you / I’m scared that
you won’t be waiting on the other
side.”
Though it might be easy to
write this album off as just a fatal
misstep for the blooming career
of this new pop sensation, one
can’t help but wonder what sort of
success she could have had given
more time to polish.

Kalhor and Brooklyn Rider celebrate a decade of collaboration in Harper
Paul Smirl

Staff Writer
____________________________________

Lawrence welcomed Kayhan
Kalhor and Brooklyn Rider to
Harper Hall on Monday, Feb. 6
as the fourth installment of the
University’s 2011-2012 World
Music Series. Touring in support
of their spankin’ new album “Seven
Steps,” Brooklyn Rider wowed the
Harper audience from start to finish, presenting a program full of
dense, ever-changing pieces.
While the New York quartet
wasn’t shy about its latest writing
forays, the musicians graciously
asserted from the beginning that
their performance was a celebration of their friendship with the
Iranian-based Kalhor.
Going into the concert, there
was definite uncertainty about
the style of Brooklyn Rider’s and
Kalhor’s music. Hailed by NPR for
"recreating the 300-year-old form

of string quartet as a vital and
creative 21st-century ensemble,”
Brooklyn Rider is a genre-bending group that has been greatly
marked by their contemporariness.
Contrastingly, Kalhor is a master of traditional Iranian music and
the kamancheh, an instrument that
is heard by American audiences
about as much as its name is pronounced correctly.
Yet, while there were undoubtedly visible contrasts between their
presentations — Brooklyn Rider’s
slick dark dress and sheet music
against Kalhor’s colorful Iranian
wear and absence of visual aids —
their music blended unbelievably
well, as age and culture were seemingly disregarded in favor of honest expression and precise musicianship.
Not scared to stray from the
script, Brooklyn Rider laughed
about going against the written
program in favor of perform-

ing what seemed like a specific Lawrence concert, explaining
their reasoning for playing the
title track from “Seven Steps” by
exclaiming that “it felt like the
right time to play it.”
Passionate about their own
writing, Brooklyn Rider was indeed
at their best when performing original pieces, particularly memorable
was “Beloved Do Not Let Me Be
Discouraged” penned by violinist
Colin Jacobsen.
Based on the “Romeo and
Juliet”-esque tale of “Leyli and
Majnun,” the piece was noted in
the program for evoking “the deep
desire to lose oneself in love” felt
in Persian music. Inspired by a
2004 trip to Iran, Jacobsen’s tune
was a mesmerizing journey into a
blended realm.
Brooklyn Rider and Kalhor’s
diverse color palettes fused together, forming a warm, textured musical fabric that grew and trans-

formed as Kalhor’s human voicelike kamancheh solos powerfully
floated on top and in between
Brooklyn Rider’s steady melodies.
Brooklyn Rider’s performance
of Philip Glass’ “Suite for String
Quartet” from the composer's
soundtrack to the film “Bent,”
while, notable as the piece's
Appleton premier, seemed merely
a segue between collaborative performances with Kalhor.
The five movements certainly impressed, but the abrupt
silences between movements and
the absence of the group's fifth
voice made Glass’ otherwise exciting music a noticeable transition between intensely emotional
Iranian-inspired works.
That being said, Brooklyn
Rider and Kalhor closed tremendously with “Silent City,” a dark
and desolate piece whose burgeoning power slowly leaked out of the
quintet’s hushed soundscapes and

blossomed into an emotionally riveting and provocative display.
Partially improvised, “Silent
City” demonstrated the full range
of musicianship that the artists
had hinted at throughout the concert and took the performance into
sphere of intensity as the musicians head-banged their way to the
end of the piece.
Consequently, the audience
was right alongside the performers, as a truly inspiring and intimate concert of transformative
music finished grandly, leaving
concert-goers to fervently applaud
the friendship of Brooklyn Rider
and Kalhor.
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Studio Ghibli's "The Cat Returns" is finely-made import animation
Peter Boyle

Staff Writer
____________________________________

THE

Animation is often regarded
as a second-class medium among
the visual arts, generally seen as a
universally juvenile method of storytelling. Meaningful storytelling
and creative aesthetics now come
second to marketability and merchandising consideration, so say
the detractors.
No subset of the animation
industry comes under less fire,
however, than Japanese anime studios. Derided for flashy, shallow
content full of nerdy swords and
sorcery, and not without its share
of physics-defying breasts, anime
is perceived as the worst offender. It even alarms audiences well
steeped in bizarre Adult Swim programs like "Family Guy" and "Tim
and Eric Awesome Show, Great
Job!"
There are, of course, plenty
of examples of fine animation
to counter such negative opin-

ions. Bottom-line-obsessed television only offers rare successes; it
seems that feature-length format
offers the chance for studios like
Pixar to develop truly great animated works. Anime, too, has its
crew of geniuses in Studio Ghibli,
responsible for the popular “My
Neighbor Totoro” and a catalog
broad enough to include the violent historical fantasy of “Princess
Mononoke” alongside WWII drama
“Grave of the Fireflies.”
Ghibli's reputation for excellence enables the Japanese company to export its films without edits,
a common difficulty for anime productions that are dumbed down
by enterprising importers. This
good fortune, along with a Disney
licensing deal that brings A-grade
talent to the English voice dubbing, allows for a more evocative
and complete product than many
other imports offer. Though the
films themselves are not necessarily to everyone's tastes, there's
no denying that Ghibli films meet
or exceed the Hollywood standard

of quality.
This weekend I watched the
film “The Cat Returns,” a rare specimen from Studio Ghibli not directed by their founder and master
Hayao Miyazaki. Hiroyuki Morita
helmed this anime adaptation,
dubbed into English in 2002 by an
outstanding cast. Anne Hathaway
voices Haru, a normal if frazzled
teenager trying to navigate schoolwork and nascent romantic feelings alongside her friend Hiromi
(Kristen Bell).
After saving a cat from collision with a truck, she finds out
the subject of her kindness is
the stately, bipedal Prince Lune
of the Cat Kingdom (Andrew
Bevis). He assures her she will be
repaid for her good deed, as his
father, voiced by a pitch-perfect
Tim Curry, undertakes a bizarre
onslaught of gratitude. When the
extent of Haru's troublesome situation becomes clear, she seeks
the aid of the Cat Bureau, headed
by the charming Baron Humbert
von Gikkingen (Cary Elwes); his

curmudgeonly associate Muta
(Peter Boyle) shadows Haru as she
descends into the Cat Kingdom to
change her fate.
The film does not shy away
from whimsy or spectacle. Some
may find the 19th-century aristocratic garb of the lead characters
ridiculous, and the plot's convenience and quick resolution might
not satisfy a viewer seeking a more
epic animated feature. The narrative, in my opinion, benefits from
brevity; the twists and turns of the
story develop, but aren't offered
the opportunity to get convoluted.
It's obvious that the Cat
Kingdom isn't a gritty metropolis.
There is, however, a pleasure that's
undeniable in seeing the feline
universe in all its richness. Secret
Service cats lurk in the background,
their fur patterned after a sharp
black suit; fish imagery adorns
the royal jewelry and accents the
castle interiors. The visuals of the
animals are crisp and fluid, most
arresting in large clowders, and the
scenery — Ghibli's usual master-

stroke — astounds even at its most
simple and pastoral.
Again, Disney rounds up a topnotch cast for “The Cat Returns”;
Anne Hathaway plays Haru subtly,
never emoting too thickly even in
climactic sequences, while Cary
Elwes resurrects all the charisma and wit of Westley from “The
Princess Bride” in the Baron. By
the end, though, I was left wanting slapstick with Peter Boyle and
Elliott Gould swapping barbs as
Muta and the friendly crow Toto.
The dub work meets the high standard of the animation, a rare feat
even for a Studio Ghibli film.
It may not entirely convince
your obstinate roommate that cartoons can get serious, but “The
Cat Returns” is an action-comedy
that avoids the pratfalls commonly
associated with anime. Fun, brief
and pristinely made, the effortless English-language track only
amplifies the quality of the tidy
import. For only slightly more than
an hour of your time, you can see
a fine specimen of animated film.

ALI

ARTIST

SPOTLIGHT S C AT T E R G O O D
Cameron Carrus

Staff Writer
________________________________

William Wordsworth said
that the poet is “the rock of
defense of human nature.” I
would assert that this goes not
only for the poet, but for artists
of all sorts. They have insight
when their audience does not,
and in presenting their art,
they serve as the medium of
self-reflection for the masses.
Ali Scattergood ‘12 is presenting a multi-media Honors
Project that is sure to have a
deep, reflective impact on her
audience.
Scattergood’s honors project is comprised of two components: One is a series of black
and white photos and the other
is a short film. Scattergood
described the photos as
“abstract portraits.” She used
four nude models who moved
and then posed in the dark in
front of an orb of light. This
makes for an interesting effect,
because all that is exposed in
the photo is what the light
from the orb falls on.
This photo series is accompanied by a short film featuring Visiting Professor in Dance

Rebecca Salzer. Scattergood
filmed Salzer dancing around
the orb of light, acting out the
scene that the still pictures
capture.
Scattergood said that she
is trying to depict the “human
experience.” How does one see
the human experience? She
explained, “I am using body
language and body movement
to symbolize the individual’s
unique essence. The glowing
orb stands for a life force in
itself. So the real interaction is
between the essence of life and
life itself.”
“The idea for the photographs came to me in a
dream, and then the idea for
the film came second,” said
Scattergood. “The imagery has
not changed at all from my
original vision, because I found
this LED orb online, which was
the perfect prop. I thought I
was going to have to make one
myself!
By staying focused on this
one very specific and important
idea, Scattergood is also layering meaning into the project. “I
am constantly looking at other
art. I also keep an ‘ideas notebook’ for dreams and quotes to
build ideas for this project and

for future projects.”
She has also contacted
other artists, opening up discussions with them about how
they convey their art to others.
In building all of this knowledge, Scattergood is conscious
of where she falls on the artistic spectrum in this project,
which can allow her to more
effectively communicate her
ideas to her audience. “It’s all
about keeping it in perspective,” she noted.
Scattergood appreciates all
of the help that she has gotten
along the way. Through working on this project, she has
collaborated with Salzer and
President Jill Beck in regards to
the dance aspect of the piece.
She has worked with the art
faculty, the art studio and various nude models to shape and
refine her project. She is currently working with a couple
of students in the electronic
music class this term to match
music to her short film.
Scattergood’s gallery, called
“I Am Who Am,” is going to
premiere in the Warch Campus
Center for the second half of
Spring Term. The gallery will be
open through graduation.
The series of photos will be

Photo courtesy of Ali Scattergood

presented on the walls around
the room, and a flat screen
television will be set up to
show the companion film. Also,
Scattergood will be making a
book which will include the

H E LP TH E EN V I RONM ENT.
Recycle thiS newspaper!

series of her photographs, with
a written reflection from Salzer
about her experience.
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Men’s basketball splits against Lake Forest and Illinois College
Mackenzie Dwyer

Staff Writer
____________________________________

The Lawrence University men’s
basketball team battled through
two tough competitions this
weekend, losing to Lake Forest in
overtime on Feb. 3 and defeating
Illinois College by only one point
on Feb. 4.
The Vikings held the lead over
Lake Forest for the entire first
half, but the two teams had to
battle it out for control of the second. Senior Tyler Crisman had 16
points in the first half, carrying the
Vikings into the break with a 30-25
lead. The Foresters entered the
second half ready to put up a fight
as they challenged the Viking lead.
The teams were neck to neck battling for the lead, tying the game
up four times in the half with the
largest lead by either team reaching only four points.
With the score tied 54-54
and just two seconds left, Lake
Forest almost secured the win
but three just-missed tip-ins and
a final rebound by junior Conor
Klusendorf took the game into
overtime. Lawrence’s defense con-

tinued to falter, and the Foresters
took over for the win during overtime. The Vikings put up only
four more points, free throws by
Crisman and sophomore Chris
Siebert, while Lake Forest pulled
forward for an eight point lead,
ending the game 66-58.
Crisman paced the Vikings
with 18 points against the
Foresters, followed by Siebert with
15 and freshman Ryan DePouw
with 10. Klusendorf lead the team
in rebounds with seven, and sophomore Davis DeWolfe had six.
Neither Lawrence nor Illinois
College could maintain control
over Saturday’s game, as the lead
changed hands back and forth 13
times. The teams tied the score
up 10 times and again the largest
lead by either team was just four
points.
The game was tied at 68-68
with only 3:56 left, but the Vikings
managed to pull ahead for a small
lead. Sophomore Andrew Kline
finally got a chance to prove his
spot on the court, as he pulled the
Vikings into their final lead of the
game with a jumper and a layup.
Successful shots from the line by

Standings
Photo by Jack Canfield

Klusendorf, Crisman, and sophomore Brian Gryszkiewicz kept the
Vikings going, and the score was
77-73 with five seconds left.
The Viking defense slipped as
they watched a Blueboy sink a
three-pointer with just a second
left, and the Viking fans sat anxiously on the edge their bleacher seats, dreading the possibility of a repeat of the night before
against Lake Forest. Fortunately,
the Vikings came out victorious:
77-76.

Siebert paced the Vikings with
24 points, followed by Crisman
with 14 and Klusendorf lead with
8 rebounds.
Lawrence returns to action
Saturday, Feb. 11 at 4:00 p.m.
against Beloit at Alexander Gym,
after the Lawrence Alumni Game
at 11:00 a.m.

Cross country improves at Pointer Invitational
Alex York

Staff Writer
____________________________________

A large meet can be a whole
different beast. With more competition, initial results can be disheartening, but upon closer examination, one can find some pretty
exciting news. This was exactly
what happened to the Lawrence
indoor track and field team at the
Pointer Invite in Stevens Point last
Saturday, Feb. 4.
“Bigger meets are usually better competition, which gives us the
opportunity to run faster times,”
remarked Head Coach Jason Fast.
“The only drawback to that is
sometimes you can get lost in the

shuffle of a big race.” However, the
Vikings went into the meet with
the right attitude. “Our athletes
do a good job of focusing more
on their own personal improvement and the goals that they have
set out for themselves,” continued
Fast.
Notable finishers on the
men’s side were junior standout
Sam Stevens and freshman Kyle
Dockery in the 5000m run. They
finished second and fourth respectively with times of 15:24 and
15:29. Taking a closer look at these
times, one will notice that this
puts Stevens and Dockery first and
second in the Midwest Athletic
Conference. After running his first
5k, Stevens was quite pleased with

Viking Tales: Taiju Oki
Cassie Burke

Sports Editor
____________________________________

Taiju Oki took a long journey
to become goalkeeper of the men’s
soccer team. The freshman from
Tokyo, Japan is a part of the Waseda
University TSA program. While it is
not uncommon for students from
other countries to participate in varsity athletics at Lawrence, it is quite
rare for exchange students to do so.
Before arriving at Lawrence, Oki
stated, “I played soccer for ten years
in Japan. After I graduated from my
high school, I joined a club soccer
team at Waseda University, which
is just for fun. I joined the club
because I couldn’t join Waseda’s
varisty soccer team, which is one
of the best university soccer team
in Japan.”
When Oki learned Lawrence
also had a men’s soccer team, he
only had to ask one of the team
members if he could attend practice before being invited to join the
roster.
However, not everything about
soccer at Lawrence came easily to
Oki. “I always had difficulty communicating with my teammates. As
a goalkeeper, it was especially hard
to direct defenders in the game
and understand what the coaches

were saying in English. But, I could
communicate better as the season
went on and direct defenders after
the middle of the season to some
extent.”
Despite this communication
barrier, Oki still grabbed Viking of
the Week after Lawrence’s game
against St. Norbert on Oct. 5. “St.
Norbert was awarded a penalty
kick in the game's final seconds,”
remembered Oki. “Fortunately, I
could save the shot and assist our
team to victory. The score was 3-2.
I will remember this experience forever.” And, just a week later, Oki
earned his first collegiate shutout
in a nine-save game against Ripon
College.
While Oki only got to spend one
season with the Lawrence University
men’s soccer team since he will be
returning to Japan next year, his
time with the Vikings will certainly
be remembered. “I had a wonderful
experience joining the men’s soccer team because of all of my teammates, coaches, and others who
were involved. I am proud of LU
men's soccer and I appreciate all of
them for their support and kindness,” Oki commented.
Viking Tales is a sports column
covering unique stories within LU
Athletics.

the result: “It’s cool to see how well
my training for one event affects
my performance in another event.”
The Vikings also had a host of
runners in the mile who are on the
brink of jumping up in the conference standings. Freshman Pat
Mangan, sophomore Mike Mangian,
and sophomore Dan Thoresen ran
4:34, 4:37, and 4:42 respectively.
On the women’s side, senior
Emily Muhs ran to sixth place in
the 3000m run with her time of
11:00. This time elevates her to
5th in the conference standings.
Also notable was freshman Anna
Bolgrien’s time of 1:04 in the open
400m dash. With that time, she
also holds the 5th fastest time
yet to be run this year by an ath-

lete from Lawrence’s conference.
Senior Rose Tepper had an impressive jump of four feet nine and
a half inches but was just shy of
scoring points for the Vikings.
The Vikings have another twoweek hiatus from racing but intend
to be very busy building up their
forces for the UW-Stevens Point
Eastbay Invitational on Feb. 18 and
eventually the Midwest Athletic
Conference Championships the
following weekend on Feb. 24 and
25.
“We are competing very well
right now and we are in great
shape,” noted Fast. “The only thing
that can slow us down right now is
ourselves.”

School
Conf Overall
MWC Men’s Basketball
Lake Forest *
14-1
18-2
Grinnell *
12-3
16-3
Ripon
10-5
14-6
St. Norbert
10-5
13-7
Carroll
7-7
11-8
Lawrence
7-8
8-11
Beloit
6-8
7-12
Monmouth
3-11
5-14
Illinois College
2-12
4-15
Knox
2-13
3-17
* Qualify for MWC Tournament
+ Clinch Conference Championship
MWC Women’s Basketball
St. Norbert *
14-1
16-4
Monmouth
11-3
12-7
Grinnell
9-6
10-9
Lake Forest
9-6
10-9
Ripon
9-6 10-10
Carroll
8-6
9-10
Illinois College
7-7
7-12
Knox
4-11
4-16
Beloit
1-13
4-15
Lawrence
1-14
1-19
* Qualify for MWC Tournament
+ Clinch Conference Championship
MCHA Men’s Hockey
Adrian
MSOE
Marian
Lawrence
Finlandia
Northland
Concordia
Lake Forest

13-2-1 15-5-1
12-3-1 15-5-1
8-5-3 19-8-4
8-5-3 9-9-3
7-9-0 7-13-0
5-9-2 6-12-3
2-12-2 62-16-3
3-13-0 3-18-0

INTRAMURALS
Volleyball Standings
				
					
W
Updogs				
9
A Bunch of Goons 		
8
Will Work For Sets 		
7
Soccer 1 				
6
Porky’s Groove Machine 5
Shazam! 				
5
Trexy Back 			
5
Topspin 				
4
Scoregasms 			
3
KohBroR’s 			
1
Soccer 2 				
1
Jankosaurus Rex 0 		
9

L
0
1
2
3
4
4
4
5
6
8
8
0

Statistics are courtesy of
www.lawrence.edu and www.
midwestconference.org
and are current as of
February 8, 2012.
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Hockey sweeps Marian University in two game series
John Revis

Staff Writer
____________________________________

The men’s hockey team gathered two victories in a weekend
sweep of the Marian University
Sabres and took home the third
annual Battle of Highway 41 trophy
last weekend, Feb. 3-4. The Vikings
won an overtime thriller at the
Appleton Family Ice Center 3-2 and
then handled Marian the next day
with a 6-2 win.
Lawrence’s overall record now
stands 9-9-3 with an 8-5-3 record
in Midwest Collegiate Hockey
Association play. The victories also
move Lawrence into a first place
tie with the Sabres in the MCHA
Northern Division.
In the first game, the Vikings fell
behind early after the Sabres scored
twice in the first period. Lawrence
then got the scoring started in the
second period when freshman forward Gustav Lindgren scored off
an assist from Jameson Raymond
five minutes into the period. The
score would stay that way until 11
seconds into the third period when
senior forward Matt Hughes scored
off of passes from junior forward
Brad Scurfield and junior forward
Phil Bushbacher.
Marian took the lead back seven

minutes later. With time and opportunities dwindling, Lindgren scored
the equalizer with just over three
minutes left in regulation off of
passes from sophomore forward
Derek Brickan and Raymond. The
contest headed to overtime.
Lawrence seemed to be barely
hanging on as Marian recorded five
shots in the five minute overtime
period. However, the Vikings got
only one shot and made it count.
With about 10 seconds left, Hughes
stole the puck from an unsuspecting Marian and scored a dramatic game-winning goal. Scurfield
was credited with the assist. This
snapped Lawrence’s 14 game winless streak against the Sabres.
After a thrilling victory, both
teams traveled to Fond du Lac for
part two. Just 10 seconds into the
game, Scurfield scored, and sophomore forward Huck Saunders
added another goal two minutes
later for a quick Lawrence 2-0 lead.
Saunders would score again 10
minutes later, putting the Vikings
off to a great start.
In the second period, Marian
began to stage a comeback with
two goals. However, a Marian player was penalized with holding and
Lawrence took advantage of the
power play as Bushbacher scored

Women’s basketball
loses two games
Amanda Ollerer

Staff Writer
____________________________________

It is coming to the end of the
season, and the tough times have
not eased up for the Lady Vikings.
The Lawrence women’s basketball team had two big conference
games last week, which they needed to win, but failed to do so in
each case. The first game was
against Lake Forest. Sophomore
Alex Deshler sank 13 points in
the game and added six rebounds.
While fellow sophomore Amber
Lisowe contributed 11 points.
This was not enough to beat Lake
Forest, who had a 31-point lead at
halftime. They finished the game
79-37.
Trying to build off of the frustration from the game before, the
Vikings hosted Illinois College.
Throughout the first half, Illinois
College’s highest lead was only
seven points, and at halftime, the
Vikings were down 30-28.
To start the second half,
Deshler hit back-to-back three
pointers to give the Lady Vikings
their first lead of the game. With a
little under seven and a half minutes left to play, freshman Aubrey
Lawlor and sophomore Jessica
Robbins, hit with back-to-back baskets to get within six points, 53-47.
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After this, our Lady Vikings
could not get any closer. When
asked about what the Vikings
could do to finish the season successfully, outstanding manager,
Nikki Chase said, “This season
has been a new experience for
everyone: new coaches, new players, new attitudes, new everything.
To finish the season successfully,
we are just looking to win and
improve.”
Chase continued, “Since we are
not graduating any seniors, we
will have the same team next year.
We are just looking to improve as
much as we can now, to give us
a better chance to succeed more
next year. It would also be great to
end the year with a win, so for our
next three games, we are looking
to get some more wins.”
It is not a surprise that this
year is considered a rebuilding
year for the Vikings. With a new
coach, it is very hard to adjust.
They have all done an outstanding
job so far. It cannot be said that
they have not made huge impacts
this season, winning more games
than they have last year. All we can
do is support them in their last few
games and show them that we all
believe in them.
Come watch the Vikings face
Beloit this Saturday at 2:00 p.m. at
Alexander Gym.
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giving the Vikings a 4-2 cushion
going into the second period. The
third period was all Lawrence as
Hughes and Scurfield added goals
to finish off the 6-2 victory. The
Vikings dominated with a 45-27
shot advantage.
“Great weekend for the boys,”
commented Saunders. “We battled

hard and it paid off. We stuck to
our system and Marian couldn’t
handle it.” If the Vikings take care
of business the next few games,
they are looking to have home ice
advantage for the playoffs since
they would hold the tiebreaker
advantage with Marian. Lawrence
has four more conference games

left. When asked how the team
will keep the momentum going,
Saunders added “Continue to battle. Continue to win.”
The Vikings return to the ice
this weekend, Feb. 10-11, to host
two games against the Finlandia
University Lions.

Student Broadcasters of the Week
by Alyssa Onan

John Revis and Brady Kain
John Revis and Brady Kain are
student workers for the Sports
Information Director who assist
in broadcasting, PA announcing
and keeping game statistics for
Lawrence athletic events.
1) What is the best part about
your job? The worst?
Revis: Best part of the job is
getting paid while attending and
supporting LU teams. You feel
like you are a part of the game.
The worst part of the job is when
Brady shows off that he knows
way more about hockey than I do
Photo courtesy of John Revis
when we are on air and makes me
look bad. He doesn’t apologize for
it. He thinks he’s cute.
Kain: The best part of my job is providing the parents of the players on the team a way to follow the
games since many players are from out of state and even other countries, which makes it difficult for
many parents to come to many of the games. Our webcasts give them an opportunity to follow their sons
and the team. The worst part is trying to correct my counterpart John, who has a limited background in
hockey, on any mistakes he makes in his terminology and descriptions of hockey.
2) How much, if any, preparation do you do for announcing games?
Revis: A little preparation is needed. When broadcasting, we spend about a half hour before the game
going over how each team is doing, the pronunciations of visiting players and finding notable stats to
include during the broadcast.
Kain: We usually try to spend 20-30 minutes prior to the game going over any statistics and qualities
of the two teams that might play a role in the game. We also go over the rosters and starting lineups so
we know who to look for and are familiar with the names.
3) Any embarrassing moments while announcing?
Revis: When doing the PA announcing for basketball games, I am also in charge of playing the music
during breaks. When the stereo is for some reason not working or I’m repeating a previous song, it seems
like everyone in the crowd is staring at me basically letting me know I’m screwing up.
Kain: There have not been any embarrassing moments that I can think of. However, sometimes fans
will try to shout things into our headsets, which we have to try to avoid.
4) What has been your favorite game to announce? Why?
Revis: The recent home hockey game against Marian. It involved all the qualities of a great game: a
comeback, drama and late-game heroics. It was a great game to be at.
Kain: My favorite game to announce was the come from behind overtime victory against Marian this
past week. It was an exciting game with a dramatic finish, and it was great to be able to narrate such an
exciting goal as time expired.
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1. Mahavishnu Orchestra, “You
Know You Know”
In high school I thought the
only good guitarists were the ones
that played fast metal licks. My dad
proved me wrong when he put on
a vinyl copy of John McLaughlin’s
“The Inner Mounting.” The whole
album is just incredible, but “You
Know You Know” has some great
imagery and features the group’s
more mellow side. Also, Billy
Cobham’s drumming is insane.
2. The Band, “The Weight”
My dad would always play this
song on his guitar when I was little,
and when I was in eighth grade, I
saw “The Last Waltz” for the first
time. Ever since then I’ve been a
huge fan of The Band. I was also
sort of named after one of the
characters in this song — it came
on when my parents were deciding
what to name me.
3. Baroness, “Swollen and Halo”
This band is amazing, I haven’t
heard another metal group with
guitar tones like they use. If you
haven’t listened to their “Blue

Languages

continued from page 5
all levels of study.
It can definitely be intimidating to walk into a room full of
strangers while balancing a plate
of food without any clue about
how to define yourself verbally. If you’re worried about not
knowing anyone, bring a friend
that you know also has experience with that language.
If you’re feeling extra bold,
ask that cute guy who you know
is a native speaker of the lan-

X, Y, Z

continued from page 6
is, of course, that not all of these
stories turn out to be true.
Responsibility for this problem lies twofold: This is first and
foremost a result of the mainstream media’s attitude toward
science — instead of respecting
it, they oversimplify, overanalyze
and sensationalize it.
They take the delicate nature
of complex studies and remove
their context, distilling them
down into a core headline that
no longer appropriately reflects
the original conclusions, but

Support group
continued from page 5

within the group will change
the culture. She also expressed
hope that “students will be able
to get support from other students without feeling that there

Record,” you’re definitely missing
out. Each of the instrumentalists
blend perfectly as a group and the
band does a great job in writing
some really fun and varied pieces.
4. Philip Glass, “Koyaanisqatsi”
Most people I talk to absolutely
despise minimalism. I would agree
that most of it is fairly boring,
but there are a lot of hidden gems
within the genre. I find this composition to be very expressive. If you
have time, watch the film it accompanies for the full effect.
5. Jethro Tull, “Cross-Eyed Mary”
I saw Jethro Tull this last summer. I’m not going to lie, they
were pretty bad, but that doesn’t
change the fact that they are one
of the most creative and underrated bands of all time, and I’m
not saying that just because they
are a rock band with a flute. They
have a completely unique sound
and wrote some amazing material.
“Cross-Eyed Mary” really shows
how they were influenced by older
styles of instrumental music and
blended it with rock.

6. The Mars Volta, “Cygnus…
Vismund Cygnus”
This band rules. “Cygnus” is
stereotypical of the Mars Volta repertoire — it contains some crafty
polyrhythms interwoven with
some Santana-inspired guitar riffs
and what could be the highest
male voice progressive rock has
ever seen. The Mars Volta is easily
one of my favorite bands. Be on the
lookout for their new album coming this spring.
7. McCoy Tyner, “Atlantis”
I remember hearing this track a
few times before I got into jazz and
wondering why anyone would listen to it. Seeing Tyner live changed
my view on jazz completely. Aside
from being one of the greatest jazz
pianists alive, he really does an
amazing job with drawing in the
listener and positing some fantastic imagery.
8. Van Morrison, “Wild Night”
This song pretty much speaks
for itself. Even though you can
only manage to understand maybe
half of what Van Morrison is say-

ing, he never fails to entertain.
9. The Smashing Pumpkins,
“Bring the Light”
I probably listened to this
song a few hundred times while
in London my junior year of high
school. The Smashing Pumpkins
have been one of my favorites
since I was little. Although none
of their other material has stood
up to Siamese Dream, I absolutely
love “Bring the Light.” To me it
evokes a real sense of closure and
serenity. Also, Jimmy Chamberlain
is my favorite drummer.
10. Wilco, “Side with the Seeds”
I hated Wilco’s “Sky Blue Sky”
the first time I heard it, but it’s
now one of my favorite albums.
“Side with the Seeds” epitomizes
what I love about Wilco — they’re
all virtuosos but tend to lay back
and focus on the music. The guitar
solo at the end of this track blew
my mind the first time I heard it. I
would recommend listening to the
whole album; the drum solo finale
is sensational.
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guage you’re studying if he’d like
to go with you.
Any and all students, even
those who aren’t currently taking language classes, are welcome to go to language tables.
And yes, there are going to be
times when you don’t say exactly what you mean, and maybe
even a few moments of silence.
However, isn’t that what learning
is all about?
It’s exactly the same situation as raising your hand with
the answer to a math problem
and getting it wrong. Nobody
is perfect, but we should never

let the fear of making a mistake
keep us from trying. Language
tables are a great way to really
put your knowledge to the test
and make you feel more confident about speaking in class.
It’s like a group review session that you don’t even have
to have an awkward e-mail
exchange about. I swear, no one
will judge you if you speak grammatically incorrectly. However,
I make no promises about what
people will think of you if you
talk with your mouth full.
Language Tables Schedule:
Chinese
Table:
Every

Tuesday, 6 p.m. in the Perille
Room
Spanish
Table:
Every
Wednesday, 11:30 a.m. in the
Perille Room
German Table: Every Tuesday,
11:30 a.m. in the Parrish Room
French Table: Every Tuesday,
6 p.m. in the Parrish Room
Japanese
Table:
Every
Monday, 6 p.m. in the Perille
Room
Russian Table: Every Monday,
6:30 p.m. in the Parrish Room

instead tells people exactly what
they want to hear.
This is the second problem:
The media wouldn’t be able to
sell papers with headlines like
“Gossiping may be good for your
health” if the American public
didn’t want to hear that news.
Headlines like these are also
symptomatic of our own unique
American brand of laziness.
Instead of actually working out
and dieting, many of us want to
hear that it’s actually healthy to
spend our free time drinking red
wine, eating dark chocolate, playing videogames and gossiping.
The truth of how to stay
healthy is much less interesting

and much more intuitive. Here,
Aristotle’s oft-quoted phrase
“moderation in all things” comes
into play. A cursory glance at all
these studies reveals a similar
theme toward the end: they tend
to indicate that the study does
not actually say you should be
doing these things all the time.
Instead, they should be considered healthy once in a while.
The funny thing is that this is
no different from the rest of
life. One should not spend all
day chowing down on junk food,
nor should one spend all day
jogging. A good balance is necessary, another thing for which
these ridiculous headlines seem

to have no regard.
As for the gossip story, it
isn’t even current events at all.
Further investigation reveals that
the study which prompted these
articles isn’t current anyway; it
was first released in a 2008 issue
of “Scientific American MIND.”
This is not a news item at all.
Writing this article was a
waste of the author’s time, and
reading it was a waste of mine.
Unfortunately, though, until
more people realize the foolish
nature of these articles, those of
us who read the daily paper will
be forced to continue wading
through them.

is something wrong with them.”
Hendricks stressed, “it’s
important that people realize it’s
just a safe space for anyone,
even if you don’t label yourself
as having depression or anxiety.” She and Sengkhammee also
emphasize that these group sessions are kept confidential.

“Students should recognize that if they want to talk
about something that’s personal to them, it’s important
to understand that other students are going to be respectful
of their right to privacy,” said
Sengkhammee.
If you are interested in

attending the anxiety and
depression counseling group,
please RSVP to either Hendricks
at
olivia.e.hendricks@lawrence.edu or Sengkhammee at
jenjee.t.sengkhammee@lawrence.edu.
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